ABOUT US

The South China Morning Post is a leading news media company reporting on China and Asia with global impact. Founded in 1903, SCMP is headquartered in Hong Kong. Our teams span China, Asia and the United States, working together to connect with readers worldwide. We are committed to informing and inspiring through journalism of the highest standard. Our mission is to “Lead the global conversation about China”.

THE PROGRAMME

Our Graduate Trainee Programme is designed to nurture and develop journalists to become future leaders of the profession. You will have a personalised development track and participate in high-profile projects. You will be able to make a difference and have the potential for rapid career growth.

After intensive training at the start of the programme, you will rotate among major desks in the newsroom to experience different areas of coverage. On successful completion, you will be assigned to a specific desk for a permanent reporting job.

Who should Apply

- An undergraduate /postgraduate degree in Journalism or Communications
- Strong intellectual curiosity and learning agility
- Willingness to work in Hong Kong for this programme (work permit supported by the company)
- Cultural sensitivity and an ability to quickly adapt to new roles and situations
- Excellent command of written and spoken English - other language skills are an advantage, especially Chinese (Putonghua or Cantonese)
- Multimedia skills, considered highly beneficial